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Dear Friend,

As we approach the end of the 2023-24 school year, we find ourselves bidding a bittersweet

farewell to our beloved Lamar family. Lamar Elementary Is one of the 15 SAISD schools being

permanently shut down at the end of the school year. Grace Northridge Church started the

Snack Pak 4 Kids SA program at Lamar in 2012. A pivotal moment arose when Leslie Kingman

explored the issue of weekend food insecurity some students faced, only to discover Ms. Aston

knew of students on her campus who were hungry on the weekends. This began a remarkable 12-

year partnership which has led to the growth and success of our Snack Pak program today.

Lamar Elementary has served as a beacon of support throughout our journey, willingly joining us

on the steep learning curve, showing patience in the face of our mistakes, and offering candid

feedback that has allowed us to continuously refine and improve our program. They not only

faithfully advocated our efforts but also were instrumental in our expansion, helping us craft a

program which is now serving an impressive 3,500 students on 55 campuses across 8 school

districts in Bexar County.

While we are saying farewell to Lamar Elementary, we do so with gratitude for the profound

impact they made on both our hearts and our community. Though our paths may diverge, the

bonds of compassion and collaboration forged during our time together will forever endure as a

testament to the transformative power of unity and kindness. We extend our sincerest thanks to

our Lamar family for providing invaluable lessons on walking alongside a campus and providing

essential support for educators in their tireless efforts to enhance academic outcomes for their

students. While this chapter closes, we look forward to the possibility of future collaborations

where our paths may cross again. Listen to Leslie's and Grace's story here.

We wish all teachers and educators a blessed end of year, filled with rest, rejuvenation, and the

satisfaction of knowing the incredible impact they made on the lives of their students.

With heartfelt appreciation,

Michelle Young Angulo
Executive Director

http://sp4ksa.org
https://schools.saisd.net/page/146.homepage
https://www.gracenorthridge.com/
http://sp4ksa.org
https://www.canva.com/design/DAGFJgACYi4/_vX-SYOdA52xOEIvTrG1XA/watch?utm_content=DAGFJgACYi4&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link&utm_source=editor


Budget Moving and Storage is dedicated

to providing excellent service to its

customers by prioritizing their needs and

moving their possessions quickly and

carefully. They also faithfully show up

every month with a smile, ready and

willing to help deliver Snack Paks to the

campuses we serve. You can find out

more at budget-movers.com.

Heights Community Church partners

with SP4KSA by supporting the Snack

Pak Program at Wetmore Elementary

and Northern Hills Elementary in NEISD.

Recently, they spent a rainy "5th

Sunday" at our warehouse to worship,

pray and pack an astonishing 6,000

Snack Paks! Our hearts are grateful for

the love and support this HCC

Community provides for the children we

serve.
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VOLUNTEERVOLUNTEER 
Please email jill@sp4ksa.org

if you can help with

Summer Delivery on June 4th

8am - 12 pm

Volunteer Here
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